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Online Resources  
Below is a full list of the digital resources available in Topic 3. When you see these icons throughout the topic, 
access your learnON format to find resources that will support your learning and deepen your understanding.

 Topic PDF

 3.1 Reading for inference (tpdf-2472)

 eWorkbooks

 3.2 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-7122)
 3.2 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-7123)
 3.2 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-7124)
 3.3 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-7125)
 3.3 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-7126)
 3.3 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-7127)
 3.4 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-7128)
 3.4 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-7129)
 3.4 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-7130)
 3.5 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-7131)
 3.5 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-7132)
 3.5 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-7133)
 3.6 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-7134)
 3.6 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-7135)
 3.6 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-7136)

 Sample responses

 3.9 Topic 3 sample responses (sar-0123)

 Digital documents

 3.8 Fiction: Darling (doc-25447)
 3.9 Self-reporting template (doc-35517)

 Video eLessons

 3.1 Reading between the lines (eles-4241)
 3.2 How to infer from text (eles-4242)
 3.8 Annotating for inference (eles-4312)

 Audio

 3.3 Anangu is pronounced arn-ung-oo (aud-0386)
 3.4 Of Sand and Glass (aud-0387)
 3.5 The Conversation article (aud-0388)

 Interactivities

 3.2 Inference challenge (int-8178) 
 3.4 Inferring from fiction (int-8277) 
 3.5 Inferring from non-fiction (int-8278)
 3.8 Annotating for inference (int-8293)
 3.9 Key terms crossword (int-8261)

To access these online resources and receive immediate, corrective feedback and sample responses to every 
question, plus a pre-test, select your learnON format at www.jacplus.com.au.

Resources
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        3   Reading for inference  
     3.1   Overview 
  3.1.1  What is inference? 
 Inference    is  reading between the lines . It’s a really important skill, and not just for school, but also for everyday 
life. When you  infer  you act on the    evidence    in front of you to reach some sort of conclusion about what the text 
means. If you can’t infer, then you can be easily misled, or you might miss the point of what you’re reading entirely. 
But don’t despair! Like anything else, inference is a skill which you can practise and improve. Before you know it, 
you’ll be inferring details from everywhere.  

 This topic will help you to closely examine what you see, fi nding the hidden meaning in a range of different   
 text types   . You’ll also understand better how what you say and do can shape what people infer from  your  words.   

Resources

Video eLesson   Reading between the lines  (eles-4241)

 Watch this video to learn about how we infer when reading and   
why it’s important.  

  STARTER QUESTIONS  

     1.  Describe a time when you’ve read or heard something you didn’t understand. How did it make you feel? 
     2.  Describe a situation where someone did not understand your meaning. Why did they misunderstand you? 
     3.  Have you ever read or studied a text where the author had hidden meaning in their writing? What was it? 
     4.  Have you ever seen two people having a conversation and felt like neither person was telling the whole truth? 

What was going on in this conversation?   
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3.2  Inference versus observation
3.2.1 What is observation?
Observation means looking at something. When you observe the 
details in a text, for example, you are looking at the language in 
detail. Observation requires more than a casual skim of the text: 
if you’re really observing what’s there, you’re doing more than just 
flicking through the pages as fast as possible. You might even be 
taking notes on what you find, for example, writing a summary 
of the text in your own words or listing the key details. This is 
important for building inferences later, so subtle meanings won’t go 
over your head.

3.2.2 Observation isn’t inference
So if observation is looking closely, and inference is reading 
between the lines, what’s the difference? Well, when you observe 
the details in the text you make note of what the author has  
written directly — the character descriptions, the setting, the actions and dialogue. When you infer you take all 
of those details and try to make a judgement about what isn’t being said.

Confused? How can you read something which isn’t there?! The trick is to work out what the author’s hidden 
meaning is by using your observations as evidence. Take a look at the passage below:

Paolo swayed gently from side to side with the motion of the carriage. He’d heard there were super-fast 
models in Japan where you could barely tell you were moving. This one was powered by steam and 
coal – more of a novelty ride now than something designed to get you somewhere fast. It was making 
him feel sick.

You can probably work out what kind of vehicle Paolo is travelling in, but the author never actually uses the word 
train. This is an example of inference at work: inferring is something you already do, even if you’ve never thought 
about it.

Let’s break the passage down into observations and inferences:

Observation Inference

Paolo is swaying from side to side in a carriage. He is travelling somewhere in a carriage.

There are super-fast models in Japan. It’s probably not a horse and carriage.

This one is powered by steam and coal. It’s an old-fashioned train.

 
eles-4242
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3.2.3 Explicit and implicit
Another way of thinking about the difference between observation and inference is to consider explicit and 
implicit information in the text.

Explicit information is clearly stated, right there for everyone to see. It’s as if a character has burst into a room and 
shouted, “I am angry!” — there’s no way you could mistake the character’s mood for anything else.

Implicit information is suggested. As a reader, you need to work a little harder to get to the bottom of what is 
happening. This time, the character doesn’t say that they’re angry. Instead, the author indicates the emotion. Read 
this passage:

Toha closed his eyes and tried to steady his breathing before he stepped into the room. He gritted his 
teeth, clenched his fists, and blew air slowly out of his nostrils. It was no good. As he entered the room, 
you could practically see the steam coming out of his ears.

Did you notice how this passage — where the information (Toha’s anger) was implied — was much longer than the 
sentence where the character shouted “I am angry”? That’s not a sneaky author way of meeting the word count. 
Readers like to be shown what’s happening in a scene, rather than the author simply telling them, because it builds 
a stronger picture in their heads. Part of the joy of reading is the ability to step inside the characters’ thoughts, and 
you can only do this by being able to infer.

3.2 Activities

3.2 Level 1

 1. Read the following passage, and then highlight the points below to identify if they are an observation or an 
inference:

Marcus kicked off his shoes and sent one of them flying into the wall, where it left a mark. He didn’t care. 
After the day he’d had, a mark on the wall was the least of his worries. He slumped down onto his bed and 
rubbed his eyes, sucking in a long yawn. He could fall asleep right here, but he still had work to do. 

 a. Marcus kicks off his shoes.  observation / inference
 b. Marcus is angry or upset.  observation / inference
 c. Marcus is tired.  observation / inference
 d. Marcus yawns.  observation / inference

 2. Read the following passage and highlight the parts which help you to infer that Rosie is happy because she 
loves boats.

Rosie smiled as the sea breeze tickled her nostrils. She loved the gentle rocking, the sound of the ocean. But 
to be honest, she would love it even if the boat was docked on dry land. Just the creak of the deck beneath 
her feet was enough to make her smile.

 3. a. Read the following passage and write down any details that you can observe from the text. For example: 
Akash is packing toys into a bag.

Akash stuffed a couple of shirts and three muesli bars into his bag. A bunch of toy cars and Harold went in 
last. Harold’s furry ears peeked out from the top. He would go right out the front door as soon as his parents 
were busy with lunch. Then they’d be sorry they yelled at him.

 
int-8178
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 b. Now, take your observations from part a and see if you can infer anything from what is happening. In 
other words, what is the overall message (about how Akash is feeling)?

 4. a. Read the following passage and write down any details that you can observe from the text.

Rhonda walked into the barely-decorated office and looked around in dismay. This simply was not good 
enough — she wanted to see decorations, artworks, plants. Even a couple of fake plants might liven up this 
dreary place.

 b. Now, take your observations from part a and see if you can infer anything from what is happening. In 
other words, what is the overall message?

 5. a. Read the following passage and write down any details that you can observe from the text. For example: 
The teacher looked outside.

The teacher drummed her hands against the squat wooden desk at the front of the room. It seemed like the 
students were a bit hyped up today. Maybe it was the weather. She looked outside into the blowing storm. 
She sighed. It was going to be a long day.
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3.2 Level 2

 6. Read the passages below and write down the information you can infer from them.

 a. The stench in here is unimaginable, like somebody took all of the leftover food from a school canteen, put it in 
the sun for a week, and then stashed it in an underground bunker. I’m not sure how I got into this mess, but I 
need to find a way out as quickly as possible.

 b. Bambos wrapped his knuckles on the door, and then blew some warm air over his fingers. He stamped his 
feet a few times, watching his breath crystalise in front of him. If no one answered the door soon he might 
freeze to the doorstep.

 c. Shirly played guitar like a demon, ripping through solos like her hands were made of fire. But when it came to 
actually speaking to people, she was hopeless. The amp was turned off, the guitar unplugged, and the crowd 
stared at her in anticipation. What should she do now?

 b. Now, take your observations from part a and see if you can infer anything from what is happening. In 
other words, what is the overall message?
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 7. In your own words, explain the difference between observation and inference.

 

 

 

 

 

 8. Read the following passage. Complete the table by finding three observations in the passage. Then work 
out what you can infer from those observations.

As we walked around the exhibits, I caught his eye once or twice. He looked jumpy, nervous, as if something 
about being here made him uncomfortable. When we passed the dinosaur skeletons all the other kids were 
staring up at them, open-mouthed. But not him. He was eyeballing the security guard sitting in a chair in the 
corner of the room. The guard was reading a magazine and not paying any attention to this group of skinny, 
noisy kids. But that one kid... He never took his eyes off the guard the whole time we were there. I made a 
note to ask around when we got back, see if maybe I could figure out what was going through his head.

Observations Inferences
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3.2 Level 3

 9. The following passage gives the reader information by telling them, not showing them, how the characters 
feel. Rewrite the passage so that the reader must infer the character’s feelings.

Xiaomei was anxious. She was worried about her interview. The interview was very important. She did not 
know if she was going to answer the questions correctly.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 10. Read the following passage, then cross out all of the unnecessary examples of telling. (Tip: look for obvious 
descriptions that tell the reader exactly what is happening, leaving no room for inference.)

Chris jumped for joy. He was so happy. There was no reason any more to be worried or upset – it looked  
like everything was going to be okay. He was so happy that he smiled. He thought his cheeks would burst; 
his smile was stretched so wide. “I have never been this happy in my whole life,” he said out loud, to no-one 
in particular.

 11. Write a brief, descriptive passage of a character walking into a room. Using implied details, make sure that 
the reader can infer that the character is scared because the room is creepy.
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3.3  Inference in poetry
3.3.1 Inferring meaning from poems
Because poems tend to be shorter than novels, poets have to make every word count — meaning their words work 
harder. Poets must squeeze as much as possible into their few lines; in doing so, they often come up with new and 
inventive ways of using language. This might mean using words in a particularly interesting way, or using rhythm and 
rhyme, or perhaps actually changing the shape and the layout of the words on the page.

All of this means that poems are great sources for flexing your inference muscles. Because people bring their own 
context to what they read, different people find their own unique meaning in the same poem. 

There is often no single right interpretation: a poem is what you make of it. 

Read the following poem by Richard James Allen, and use the notes alongside to see some prompts of ways to 
infer meaning from this poem. Pay careful attention to the layout and the number of lines in each stanza.

3.2 Hungry for more?

Write a paragraph or short story in which the central character is trying to mislead another character by 
deliberately leaving out information. Make sure that there are details the reader can observe, which help them to 
infer that something more than meets the eye is happening.

This activity works well with a narrative. You can begin by listing a basic plot of the story the central character is 
telling, then decide which bits this character will not reveal to the listener.

Resources

eWorkbook 3.2 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-7122), 3.2 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-7123),  
3.2 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-7124)

Interactivity Inference challenge (int-8178)

Video eLesson How to infer from text (eles-4242)
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As you can see, reading a poem often raises more questions than it 
answers. Why does Richard James Allen use a memory of a trip to Japan 
to write about Indigenous land rights? What is it about this particular 
memory that haunts him so much?

There are other elements of the poem, additional to the language choices, 
which could be explored. For example, how did Allen decide the unusual 
layout of the lines? Why are certain parts repeated? What effect does the 
repetition have on the reader?

Remember, there’s no single answer to these questions of personal 
interpretation. The important thing is that you can support your inference 
with evidence from the poem. Use the poem to complete the activities.

3.3 Activities

3.3 Level 1

 1. Find some pictures of the Tokyo Tower. Imagine you were a kid lost in this sky-scraping tourist attraction. 
Explain your thoughts and feelings as you wander around, lost.
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Anangu is pronounced arn-ung-oo

When I was a kid I got lost on Tokyo Tower, scaling its upper reaches,
like a character in a Manga novel.

              Because it seemed like the safest thing
to do, to describe what we see, where we stand, how we fall, I have spent
my days pretending to be a human being.

     When I was a kid I got lost
on Tokyo Tower, almost blown off like a Japanese tourist, ignoring
the traditional owners of Uluru, the Anangu people, who, for so long,
have kindly asked us not to climb on their altar.

        Because it seemed like
there is so little we can say to each other about who we are, what we have
done, or hope to do, or even what happened this afternoon.

                  When I was
a kid I got lost on Tokyo Tower, for so many hours, days, weeks, months,
years.

            Because it seemed like the most dangerous thing to do, I have
spent my nights trying to read into the shadows of this experience.

        When
I was a kid I got lost on Tokyo Tower. They told me I was found a few
hours later, but it’s not true.

Have you ever had an experience which
you have relived over and over in your
mind? How did it shape the way you
remember the experience?

Other than the title, this is the only
mention of Uluru. What is the
comparison here?

This is an unusual thing to say. What
would someone “pretending” to be a
human being act like?

Why is the poet talking about Japan?
Have you ever visited Japan or read a
Manga novel?

The Anangu people are the traditional
landowners of Uluru-Kata Tjuta
National Park.

The poem ends on an unusual, slightly
sad note. Why does the poet feel lost?
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 2. What do you think the author means by ‘pretending to be a human being’?

 

 

 

 

 3. Pick a moment from the poem you find particularly descriptive or evocative (creating strong emotions or 
mental images). Draw it below.

3.3 Level 2

 4. State your understanding of what the author thinks of people who climb Uluru. What evidence can you find 
to support your answer?

 

 

 

 

 5. Do you think the author really got lost in the tower for ‘hours, days, weeks, months, years’? Why or why not?
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 6. The poet seems to criticise other things in addition to people who climb Uluru. What else might he be critical of?

 

 

 

 

 

 7. Choose a section of the poem which you found particularly interesting or unusual. Describe why you 
selected this section, and what ideas it brings to your mind.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Level 3

 8. Look at the shift from the start of the poem (where ‘pretending to be human’ is the ‘safest thing to do’) and 
the end (where reading ‘into the shadows of this experience’ seems like ‘the most dangerous thing to do’). 
Explain your interpretation of what you think the author means here.
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3.3 Hungry for more?

Writing your own poetry is often a great way to get into a poet’s mindset. One way to do this is by emulating 
(copying the style of) a particular poet. This means writing your poem using their layout and imitating some of 
their techniques, including their voice.

Write your own poem, borrowing the following techniques and ideas from Richard James Allen’s style:
 • using a layout with seven stanzas of two to three lines each
 • alternating the beginnings: “When I was a kid…” and “Because it seemed like…”
 • including a real memory of your own.

When you have finished, give your poem a suitable title.

Resources

eWorkbook 3.3 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-7125), 3.3 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-7126),  
3.3 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-7127)

 9. What information do you bring from your own context when reading this poem? What experiences, 
memories and thoughts from your own life shape how you infer meaning from the poem?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 10. Look at the structure of the poem — its layout on the page, the number of lines in a stanza, where the line 
breaks are and so on. What do you think is most interesting about the structure? Why do you think it was 
written like this?
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  3.4    Inference in fi ction 
  3.4.1  What’s your context?  
 In subtopic 3.3 we mentioned  context , and how your own memories and experiences help you to  infer.  For 
example, imagine if you had visited Tokyo when you were a child and then read the poem by Richard James Allen. 
Your understanding of the poem would be very different to someone who had never seen a skyscraper before. 

Context  is all of the events and circumstances which surround you, from your birth up until the present. 

 Your personal  context  might be informed by: 
  •  where you grew up
       •  who you grew up with 
    •  your friends and family 
     •  the society and culture you were brought up in 

    •  when you grew up 
     •  the schools you’ve attended 
    •  your beliefs and values 
     •  the books you’ve read and movies you’ve seen   

  3.4.2  Your context and the text 
 But surely  your  context can’t have an impact on a book written by someone else, 
right? Wrong! One of the cool things about reading is that it is  totally  dependent on the 
reader’s context and understanding. Roland Barthes, who was a big shot in the   literary 
theory   world, referred to this as  la mort de l’auteur.  For those of us who don’t speak 
French, that means ‘the death of the author’. OK, a little grim, but he wasn’t talking 
about  actual  death.  

 Barthes meant that as soon as an author has fi nished writing a text, they have nothing 
further to do with it. The ideas have come from the author, shaped by  their  context, 
but once they are written down the author doesn’t infl uence it anymore. Sure, they can 
do book tours, interviews, make movies — but as soon as that book is written, it’s the 
reader  who is the most important. 

 This makes sense. Have you ever read a book and understood it  totally  differently to someone else? Seen 
something in it no-one else saw? Maybe even added meaning to it that the author probably never intended? That’s 
because you’ve applied your  context  when  inferring  meaning from the text. 

  3.4.3  Using evidence to fi nd meaning 
 As we mentioned in subtopic 3.1,  inferring  involves fi nding  evidence  in the text. If Barthes was right and the author 
has nothing to do with the text once it’s written, that means you — as the reader — have to work extra hard! Don’t 
panic though, there are plenty of ways to identify the meanings that authors stuff into their texts, and even a few 
ways to add some meaning of your own. 

 Take a look at the following extract from Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff’s  Aurora Rising .  

int-8277 
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a. Colour is very symbolic. Gray is a
drab, dull colour, but also the
colour of storm clouds.

c. OK, we’re getting some creepy
horror movie vibes here…

d. This connects to the gray colour
and the words “featureless masks”
reinforce the idea.

e. Now we’re wondering if these are even
people – we’ve seen robots like this; are they
robots? If they are people, they’re scary!

They’re clad head to toe in charcoal gray, and their faces are completely hidden behind
featureless masks, like elongated grav-bike helmets. No eyes, no nose, no mouth. Just a
dully re�ective surface, concealing even the smallest hint of the individual behind it. With
their electronic voices, you can’t even guess at their age or gender.

b. This is a simile: even if you haven’t seen a
grav-bike (they don’t exist!) you can probably
picture a regular bike helmet, stretched out.
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There are a few techniques used in analysing that short passage of text, all of which help us to make inferences. In 
this case, we can infer that: 

 • Whoever these characters are, they are not our friends — might they be robots, or some kind of alien maybe?
 • Either way, there’s something sinister and threatening about them.

Here’s how we reached those conclusions:
 a. Consider the symbolism of colour.
 b. Look for figurative language, a simile in this case.
 c. Connect the text to things we’ve seen and read before, like horror movies.
 d. Connect ideas across the passage, such as ‘gray’, ‘featureless’, and ‘no eyes, no nose, no mouth’.
 e. Make a judgement based on what you know, your context.

3.4.4 Inferring from a longer text
It’s time to try it yourself. Most of the activities in this subtopic refer to the following text extract. Read it carefully — 
perhaps read it out loud in a group at first or listen to the audio version and read along. 

The full version of this story is available in the online Writer’s Library.

Of Sand and Glass by Bridget Mackay

Kaiden glanced behind him, heart racing. In the moonless dark under the jungle canopy, every shadow seemed 
to be that of a man – standing, watching. He shook the glass vial hanging around his neck and held it up. It 
glowed with a blue light, illuminating the trees around him. Nobody was there. Of course, nobody was there. They 
couldn’t know he was here. It was impossible. Kaiden pushed his damp hair out of his face and continued on.

He stepped over rotting logs and ducked under heavy vines that left smudges of residue on his skin. The jungle 
pressed down, smothering him in sticky heat. Sweat ran down his face. It shouldn’t take this long. Twenty 
minutes, the man had said.

Twenty minutes, and then you’ll be on the beach.

It was only a thin belt of jungle, after all. Kaiden had seen the Explorers’ maps, displayed in the Square for all to 
see. There really wasn’t that much between the Citadel and the beach. But at the moment, progress hindered 
by the trees and shrubs and vines, it seemed like this mass of intertwined plant growth went on forever. 
Kaiden swiped at a fern, then drew in his breath sharply as the bladed edge sliced across the burn mark on his 
forearm. Stupid plant. Kaiden exhaled, trying to ignore the pain, and pushed the leaves out of the way again, 
more carefully this time.

He found himself confronted by a mass of hanging vines. Kaiden groaned. How much longer? Angrily, he kicked 
out at the creepers, but overbalanced and stumbled forward. The curtain of vines trembled and parted and 
Kaiden fell out into the open. He pitched face-first into a hill of something fine and gritty and tumbled down, 
coming to a stop at the bottom. Disgustedly, he rolled over and spat the stuff out of his mouth. He pushed 
himself to his feet, shaking the fine particles out of his hair. It was only then he noticed what it was.

Sand.

It was sand.

Kaiden stood on the beach, gazing incredulously at the curving stretch of white that shone dimly in the 
moonlight. He’d never seen so much sand in one place. The only sand in the Citadel hung in glass vials around 
the necks of the Glassmakers to show their status; or in the huge holding bins kept down near the fires. Sand 
was important. Without sand, the Citadel would not be able to produce that all-important material – glass.

Glass was what kept the Citadel alive. All day and all night, the furnaces underneath the city burned, melting 
endless amounts of sand into the clear, cold, hard substance that the Glassmakers sold to the other settlements 
and surrounding countries.

Use Of Sand and Glass to complete the activities.
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3.4 Activities

3.4 Level 1

 1. Highlight two words in the text you are unfamiliar with or do not understand. Look them up in the glossary, a 
dictionary or check the online version of the textbook for definitions. Write their definitions below.

 

 

 

 

 2. a. Highlight the figurative or highly descriptive language and write one example below. You may need to 
refer to Topic 8 for tips. Look for similes, metaphors, personification, and any language you think might 
be symbolic.

 b. Using the example you wrote down for part a, explain what you can infer from the phrasing.

 3. Choose a scene from Of Sand and Glass and draw it as you imagine it. Make sure the drawing includes a picture 
of Kaiden. Compare your image with another student’s and consider why you have similarities or differences.
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3.4 Level 2

 4. What aspects of your own context helped you to infer meaning from the story? Were there any memories or 
experiences of your own that you connected with?

 

 

 

 

 5. But at the moment, progress hindered by the trees and shrubs and vines, it seemed like this mass of 
intertwined plant growth went on forever. Kaiden swiped at a fern, then drew in his breath sharply as the 
bladed edge sliced across the burn mark on his forearm.

From what you have read so far, what can you infer about why Kaiden has a burn across his arm?

 

 

 

 

 6. He’d never seen so much sand in one place. The only sand in the Citadel hung in glass vials around the 
necks of the Glassmakers to show their status; or in the huge holding bins kept down near the fires. Sand 
was important.

From this brief passage, how can you tell that the Citadel and the Glassmakers are important components of 
this story? Hint: look at the glossary definition of citadel.

 

 

 

 

 7. Glass was what kept the Citadel alive.

Without reading further into the text, suggest some ways in which glass may keep the Citadel alive.
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3.4 Level 3

 8. a. Summarise the story so far in a short blurb (the text on the back of a book) which promotes it to the audience.

 b. Consider the details you focused on in your blurb: identify which details you have inferred from the text rather 
than just observed.

 9. Using either Of Sand and Glass or the excerpt from Kaufman and Kristoff’s Aurora Rising as a model, write 
a short descriptive passage which uses language to imply details about a character. Some techniques you 
can include are colour associations, symbolism, figurative language and descriptive language.
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 10. Rewrite the following passage from Kaiden’s perspective, using first-person point of view (I, me, my). Add 
thoughts and feelings which show your inference of what is happening:

Kaiden glanced behind him, heart racing. In the moonless dark under the jungle canopy, every shadow 
seemed to be that of a man — standing, watching. He shook the glass vial hanging around his neck and 
held it up. It glowed with a blue light, illuminating the trees around him. Nobody was there. Of course, 
nobody was there. They couldn’t know he was here. It was impossible. Kaiden pushed his damp hair out of 
his face and continued on.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Hungry for more?

Select a section from a story you’ve read or from the online Writer’s Library. Answer the following questions:
 a. What is the story about?

 b. What is the main character (the protagonist) doing in the story?

 c. What do you know about the character from evidence the author has provided?

 d. Describe other things you have inferred from the story. Ensure you use quotes as evidence.

 e. What did you bring to the text from your own context?

Resources

eWorkbook 3.4 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-7128), 3.4 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-7129),  
3.4 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-7130)

Interactivity Inferring from fiction (int-8277)
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3.5  Inference in non-fiction
3.5.1 What is non-fiction?
Non-fiction covers the range of texts which are based on truth and reality, rather than the imaginary worlds of 
fiction. Such writing includes:

 • biographies and autobiographies
 • instructional writing
 • encyclopedias and reference texts
 • newspapers 
 • magazines
 • online articles
 • blogs and other forms of social media.

Although non-fiction texts are based on truth, that doesn’t mean they don’t have hidden meaning. In fact, many 
texts are designed to be persuasive and often the authors will have a bias. Look at Topic 5 for examples of how 
social media, in particular, can be designed to mislead you or misrepresent the truth.

Understanding how to read and understand a non-fiction text starts with inference.

3.5.2 Searching for meaning in non-fiction
Read the following article from The Conversation on the importance of movement for kids at school.

 
int-8278

Inferring from non-fiction: quick tips

When reading non-fiction, try the following tips to help you find the key ideas and make inferences:
 • Circle or make notes on any key ideas or arguments you notice.
 • Study any images that have been provided and consider why they might have been included.
 • Look up the definitions for unfamiliar words to assist your understanding.
 • Write notes on anything interesting or confusing you want to explore later.
 • Apply your own context: how can you use your existing knowledge to find meaning?
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Regular physical activity is linked to improvements in physical and mental health including anxiety and depression. 
It can also improve cognitive functioning such as attention and memory, and academic achievement in children.

But only 14% of Australian children get the recommended 60 minutes of physical activity per day and they 
spend 70% of the school day sitting. Primary school students spend over half of the school week in English 
and Maths lessons, and the majority of these lessons are traditionally sedentary — up to 76% of their time is 
spent sitting during maths.

Australian students are scoring lower in international tests than before, while sedentary behaviour and mental-
health issues are on the rise. One way to improve academic outcomes and health is to add more movement to 
classes.

Mixing learning with movement

Theories of cognition — the mental processes in acquiring knowledge — hold that 
we learn through physical actions in our environment, as well as through physical 
senses and perceptions. So, engaging in physical activity can help students better 
understand concepts and retain the experience in a meaningful way.

But for this to occur, the students’ actions must directly correspond to the learning 
concept. For example, in maths, kids can stretch their arms diagonally to represent 
the function y=x, “crocodile” arms can show acute angles, and crossing forearms can 
create perpendicular lines.

In groups, they can link arms to form a triangle, and stretch and shrink without 
changing the angle measurements.

Recent research suggests integrating physical activity in maths lessons enhances 
student enjoyment, engagement and attitude, and improves maths performance.

In English lessons, research shows physical activity can improve students’ engagement 
with, and enjoyment of, tasks and lead to better spelling and reading.

Learning and movement doesn’t only have to happen in school. At home, parents can encourage children to 
move and learn at the same time.

This might involve talking about the numbers on letterboxes while walking to school, as a way to learn about 
odd and even numbers, or skip counting. When playing soccer in the park, parents can make scoring more 
challenging with each goal being a fraction (¼) or decimal (1.5).

Students can cross 
forearms to create 
perpendicular lines.

Kids Spend Nearly Three-Quarters Of Their School Day Sitting. Here’s How To 
Get Them Moving — During Lessons.

Use this article to complete the activities.
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3.5 Activities

3.5 Level 1

 1. Read the article’s heading. How does it hint at what the article is going to be about?

 

 

 

 2. a. Read the first sentence again:

Regular physical activity is linked to improvements in physical and mental health including anxiety and 
depression.

First, infer whether this article is going to be for or against more movement for students. 

Circle your response:   For / Against

 b. What evidence in the first sentence encouraged you to choose your answer to part a?

 3. a. From the following line, infer who the intended audience of this article might be. In other words, who did 
the authors expect would be reading it? It might be more than one group of people.

It can also improve cognitive functioning such as attention and memory, and academic achievement in children.

 b. Explain your answer to part a. Why did you select these people as the intended audience?

3.5 Level 2

 4. Visuals are often just as important as text. What can you infer from the main image which runs across the top 
of the article?
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3.5 Level 3

 7. Inference involves reading between the lines. In non-fiction, this includes looking for bias. Describe any bias 
you can see in this article. (For more information on bias, see Topic 5.)

 

 

 

 

 8. Put yourself in the position of a Maths teacher and write a response against more movement in the 
classroom. Add direct quotes from the original text to support your response. 

 

 

 

 

 

 5. Think about the following line. Would these arguments persuade you that movement in class is beneficial? Why or 
why not?

Recent research suggests integrating physical activity in maths lessons enhances student enjoyment, 
engagement and attitude, and improves maths performance.

 

 

 

 6. Can you think of any arguments in favour of physical exercise which are not included in the article? Elaborate 
(explain in detail).
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 9. Write your own point of view on this issue, based on your understanding from reading the article and 
incorporating your context.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5 Hungry for more?

 a. Choose a topic that you are passionate about. Brainstorm the things you find most interesting about that 
topic and undertake some research to fill in any gaps in your knowledge. Now write a non-fiction paragraph 
about the topic.

 b. Swap the paragraph with another person in your class. Discuss what information can be inferred from the 
paragraph.

 c. Consider whether your non-fiction text has fewer layers of meaning than fiction pieces you might have 
written. Explain your response.

Resources

eWorkbook 3.5 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-7131), 3.5 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-7132),  
3.5 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-7133)

Interactivity Inferring from non-fiction (int-8278)
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3.6  Shaping what people see
3.6.1 Using language to conceal meaning
You’ve seen how authors can shape meaning in their poetry, fiction 
and non-fiction writing. It’s time to use these ideas in your own 
writing by exploring different ways of concealing meaning in order to 
encourage your audience to infer.

But why would you want to? Isn’t it a bit, well … shifty? Yes and no. 
If you were a politician, and the listener had to work hard to infer 
every bit of truth, your audience might get frustrated. People who 
read novels, however, actually want to work hard to find deeper 
meaning.

Here’s a recap of some of the ways in which authors can shape 
meaning for readers to infer:

 • Showing, not telling. Using descriptive language to build a 
vivid picture, rather than stating directly what the characters are 
doing, thinking or feeling.

 • Implicit versus explicit. Making ideas implied rather than 
outright stating them, so that readers have to read between the lines to understand the deeper meaning.

 • Using figurative language. Similes, metaphors and so on can be used to shape the way a reader builds a 
mental picture of what is happening in the narrative. 

 • Deliberate misinformation. Using misleading language or deliberate red herrings so that readers have to 
work hard to uncover the truth can be intriguing.

Topic 5 New and traditional media covers these strategies in more detail. If you thought authors were sneaky with 
their hidden meanings, wait until you meet the media!

3.6 Activities

3.6 Level 1

 1. Describe yourself using a simile or a metaphor.

 

 

 

 

 2. Rewrite the following passage so that it shows the reader what is happening, rather than telling them:

She put down her pencil and was happy. The test was finished, and she thought she had done well.
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 3. Choose whether the emotion of the character is implicit or explicit in the following:

 a. Jamel was angry.   implicit / explicit

 b. Manuvi stomped her feet and clenched her jaw.   implicit / explicit

 c. Rupesh felt his pulse racing.   implicit / explicit

 d. Suzie was really excited.   implicit / explicit

 e. Bernard smiled broadly.   implicit / explicit

3.6 Level 2

 4. In your own words, explain why a reader might want an author to show and not tell the story.

 

 

 

 5. Turn the following passage from telling to showing by giving the character some actions which reveal their 
personality.

Sammy was a thoughtful boy. He always took a very long time to think over his problems. People sometimes 
thought he was strange. He didn’t mind what people thought, though.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 6. Read the following story introduction.

Dart paused at the edge of the forest, her ears twitching, hunting for hostile sounds. Behind her a twig 
cracked, and a muffled curse reverberated.

The character Dart is not human — how is this implied in the opening sentence?
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3.6 Level 3

 7. Write a short introduction to a story with a central character that is not human. Do not tell the reader that the 
character is not human — show it through describing the character’s actions.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 8. In your own words, as a reader, what does it feel like to have to infer information from a text?

 

 

 

 

3.6 Hungry for more?

Some authors use more implied information than others. Using whatever resources are available to you 
(including the online Writer’s Library, a physical library at your school and the internet) you are going to go on a 
hunt for the author who writes the most implicit language you can find. Find a passage from a text which:

 • does not tell the reader anything
 • uses a lot of implied information (where you have to read between the lines for deeper understanding)
 • requires the reader to infer (filling in the blanks based on context)
 • allows the reader to garner (create) their own meaning.

Resources

eWorkbook 3.6 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-7134), 3.6 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-7135),  
3.6 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-7136)
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3.7  Topic project: Inference author
Scenario
You’ve written a few successful novels — a romance between a polar bear and a penguin, a horror story involving a 
mutant koala, a detective mystery which was so tense the thief wasn’t caught until after the last page — but there’s 
always been something missing from your books. Your editor just called: she’s got it! You’re always telling the reader 
what to think, and your readers want you to show them! 

Task
You need to write a short story to prove that you can let the reader infer their own information: you consider 
microfiction to be the ideal format for this task.

You can work on this individually, or partner up with someone else as your editor to help with the drafting and 
proofreading stage.

Process
Step 1
Brainstorm some ideas for your story. Remember this is microfiction, so your word limit is 500 words or less. 
One option is to focus on 10-15 minutes of real time in a story. Another option is to choose an event in which a 
lot happens in a short amount of time. Check the online Writer’s Library if you need inspiration. Alternatively, you 
could use an online story idea generator.

Step 2
Write your first draft, getting your ideas down on the page. It won’t be perfect at this stage, because first drafts 
rarely are perfect.
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  Step 3    
 Make your fi rst edits: look for moments in the story where you are   telling   not   showing  . These will be parts where you 
say  explicitly  what a character is thinking or doing. Edit these so that you show their personality through actions 
and dialogue. 

  Step 4    
 If you’re working with an editor, now is the time to swap your stories. A second reader may well notice something 
you didn’t. 

  Step 5    
 Write your fi nal copy. There’s still time for one last check! Have you used fi gurative language, implicit information 
and descriptions? Have you allowed the reader to build their own inferences?  

  What is annotating for inference?  
  Annotation helps you to commit ideas to memory, see connections between ideas 
and notice patterns. It allows you to focus your thoughts on the text to help with your 
inference and response.   
Using a type of annotation called coding, you can practise making annotations about 
theme, language and construction.   

Select your learnON format to access:
     •  an explanation of the skill (Tell me) 
     •  a video and step-by-step process to develop the skill (Show me) 
     •  an activity and interactivity for you to practise the skill   (Let me do it)   

  3.8   SkillBuilder: Annotating for inference  
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3.9  Review
3.9.1 Key points to remember
3.2 Inference versus observation

 • Observation is seeing the details in a text.
 • Inference is using evidence and your context (what you already know)  

to read between the lines and find meaning.
 • Observations focus on descriptions.
 • Inference looks for details which may be hidden.

3.3 Inference in poetry
 • Poems are often short, so poets make language work hard.
 • Poems use language in diverse and interesting ways.
 • Inference in poems can come from the language, the structure, and  

the context.
 • Poems are meant to be read aloud.
 • Different people will find different meanings in the same poem. 

3.4 Inference in fiction
 • Context is everything you’ve experienced and learned in your life.
 • Your context affects your reading of a text.
 • Inference relies on using your context.
 • Good readers can distinguish between texts which show the story 

 instead of telling it.

3.5 Inference in non-fiction
 • Non-fiction uses truth and fact.
 • Though non-fiction writing will often be clearly stated, authors can still  

imply ideas. 
 • Readers must use their inference skills to create the highest levels  

of meaning.
 • Authors can have a bias: effective readers are able to read between  

the lines.

3.6 Shaping what people see
 • Authors can shape what people see in a variety of ways.
 • Using figurative language, authors can suggest new and richer meanings.
 • Being implicit allows for more hidden meaning than being explicit.
 • Good authors show, instead of telling.

3.9 Activities

3.9 Review

Go to www.jacplus.com.au and access your learnON format to complete the review questions. A post-test is 
also available to determine how your knowledge and skills have improved since starting this topic.
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3.9.2 Reflection
Now that you know more about reading for inference, take a moment to think about what this topic has taught you.

 1. What did you learn that surprised you?

 

 

 

 

 

 2. What aspects of reading for inference do you enjoy the most?

 

 

 

 

 

 3. List three times in your life that you might use the inference skills you learned in this topic.

 

 

 

 

 

Resources

Sample responses Topic 3 sample responses (sar-0123)

Digital document Self-reporting template (doc-35517)

Interactivity Key terms crossword (int-8261)
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Glossary 

analysing breaking down ideas and concepts to interpret what you see in front of you
bias a fixed opinion based on previous experience; it can be especially strong due to cultural upbringing, also 
due to age
canopy the uppermost branches of the trees in a forest, forming a more or less continuous layer of foliage
citadel a fortress, typically one on high ground above a city
cognitive functioning the mental processes involved in acquiring knowledge
context background information on a topic that provides more information (which assists a reader’s 
understanding); what you already know based on your experience
emulate to imitate or copy the style of something or someone
evidence facts and information in a text which can be used to extend meaning
explicit stated clearly and directly
figurative language not actually stating that something is real or true, but helps with understanding something; 
not literal; uses comparisons to describe something in a non-literal way
illuminating lighting up
implicit suggested, but not actually stated
incredulously in a manner indicating disbelief or surprise
inference reading between the lines and using evidence in a text to make meaning
integrating bringing separate things together
intertwined twisted or linked together
intriguing to incite curiosity or interest in what is going on
literary theory ideas and approaches to reading literature, commonly supported by research and analysis
microfiction a story told in as few words as possible
observation looking at the details and descriptions in a text
perpendicular at an angle of 90° to a given line, plane, or surface such as the ground (the side of a building 
should be perpendicular to the ground)
red herring a clue or piece of information which is misleading or distracting, often intentionally
residue a small amount of something that remains after the main part has gone 
sedentary tending to spend a lot of time seated, or in a sitting position; not moving around much
showing, not telling providing information which shows what a character is thinking or feeling through  
describing their actions and behaviours, rather than telling the audience the character’s thoughts and feelings 
through explicit statements 
smothering causing a feeling of closeness or suffocation
stanza a group of lines in a poem; a verse
symbolism language which is used to represent an idea (symbolism can also have visual elements)
text types different forms of writing (for example, letter, story, recipe)
vial a small container, typically cylindrical and made of glass, used especially for holding liquid medicines
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Resources

Video elesson Annotating for inference (eles-4312)

Jacaranda English 8

3.8 SkillBuilder: Annotating for inference 
3.8.1 Tell me
Behind every good essay is a well-worn and heavily annotated book. These poor books suffer in silence while 
their owners revel in the glory of an A-grade essay. Their pages have been folded down, their words covered 
in fluorescent highlighter, and tiny words of nonsense have been scrawled all over the margins. Why is it so 
important to annotate?

Well, for one thing, it’s very unlikely that the idea you have while you’re reading a book will still be there in a 
few weeks (or even months) when you’re actually writing the essay. You need to write things down to remember 
them. Even the act of writing helps commit ideas to memory, making this a good strategy for exam revision, 
too. It will also help you to see connections between ideas in the text, look for patterns in symbols, and notice 
quirks of the author’s language. All in all, annotating helps you to focus your thoughts on the text.

3.8.2 Show me

There are plenty of resources you can use to annotate a text. For 
example:

 • writing directly on the text with pen, pencil and highlighter
 • using sticky notes (the ones you can hold in your hand, or the ones 

on your device)
 • using annotation tools on a PDF
 • using online annotation tools
 • bookmarking and using clips in an eBook
 • recording voice clips on an audiobook.

There are also different methods of annotating. You might colour-code 
for different reasons, use symbols and written notes, underline or high-
light, and so on. The point is to develop your own personal approach 
to annotation: the one that works for you. If you can do that as early as 
year 8, then by your senior years it will come easily to you.
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Coding annotations
In this example, we’ll focus on a type of annotation called coding, which is great for inference. Coding literally 
means using a code to indicate what feature you are annotating. Each time you read the text you could focus 
on a specific code. In the example below, we’ll code the same passage for three things: theme, language, and 
construction.

Coding for theme
For the first pass through of the text – the introduction to Sienna P. Darling’s Lost to History – we will use the 
code TH and the colour blue to point out ideas about possible THEMES in the text.

It had been cold, dark and dull since Mirai had arrived. She wasn’t yet accustomed to the lack of constant 
bright lights, signs and sounds around her, the stagnant silence, the lack of life and vibrancy – even as the 
months passed.

Canberra wasn’t as she had expected it to be. Despite the frigid air and early hour, she was out on the 
balcony, gazing out into the night, wishing her friends were here, worrying about her next assessment, how 
to pay the bills, wondering what the future held.

Her milky tea had long grown cold, as frozen as the world around her. The book she’d taken from home sat 
there on the table, dusty and untouched.  

After sighing once more into the darkness, she started yet another monotonous day.

Coding for language
The second time through we’ll code in green with the symbol LA for LANGUAGE. This will highlight any  
language used that helps you to infer what is happening or how the character is feeling.

It had been cold, dark and dull since Mirai had arrived. She wasn’t yet accustomed to the lack of constant 
bright lights, signs and sounds around her, the stagnant silence, the lack of life and vibrancy – even as the 
months passed. 

Canberra wasn’t as she had expected it to be. Despite the frigid air and early hour, she was out on the 
balcony, gazing out into the night, wishing her friends were here, worrying about her next assessment, how 
to pay the bills, wondering what the future held. 

Her milky tea had long grown cold, as frozen as the world around her. The book she’d taken from home sat 
there on the table, dusty and untouched.

After sighing once more into the darkness, she started yet another monotonous day. 

TH: moving, homesickness, worry – seems like Mirai hates where she has moved to and keeps comparing it to 
where she used to live.

LA: cold, dark, dull, lack, stagnant silence, frigid, cold, frozen, darkness, monotonous – look at all the words 
related to being cold, bored and lonely.

Jacaranda English 8
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Coding for construction
Finally, we’ll go through once more looking at CONSTRUCTION, with a pink colour and the code CO. This high-
lights how the author has arranged the piece of writing to best send a message.

It had been cold, dark and dull since Mirai had arrived. She wasn’t yet accustomed to the lack of constant 
bright lights, signs and sounds around her, the stagnant silence, the lack of life and vibrancy – even as the 
months passed. 

Canberra wasn’t as she had expected it to be. Despite the frigid air and early hour, she was out on the 
balcony, gazing out into the night, wishing her friends were here, worrying about her next assessment, how 
to pay the bills, wondering what the future held. 

Her milky tea had long grown cold, as frozen as the world around her. The book she’d taken from home sat 
there on the table, dusty and untouched.  

After sighing once more into the darkness, she started yet another monotonous day. 

3.8.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

3.8 ACTIVITIES

 1. a. Using the following passage from the same story (Lost to History), choose one of the codes – theme, 
language, construction – and add some annotations to the passage. You can find a downloadable copy 
of the full short story Lost to History in the Digital documents section of the Resources tab.

Remember, annotations are designed to help you to infer, so make sure you are going beyond just observations.

The swan squeaked eagerly, hidden legs stirring the green-tinged water as it approached, long neck 
arched high. Its wings flared, sleek black feathers ruffling in the breeze. Weeping willows swayed gracefully,  
dancing to an unheard tune.  

Mirai threw another breadcrumb, making ripples expand across the lake. The white-tipped, crimson bill 
snapped – too slow. The food was snatched up by another swan, white feathers pure as snow. A  
lamentation of swans sung upon hasty arrival. 

As she threw her last crumb, Mirai rose from the wooden bench, collecting her laptop and books, putting 
them into her bag. She resumed her walk. 

The concrete was cracked and dry, little green shoots springing up in the gaps, reaching for the sun.  

Laughing families were spread out across the grass, some with picnics, some enjoying the view. The  
occasional jogger passed by, a few cyclists for whom she had to make way. 

CO: The author constructs the text using lots of lists. It adds to the feeling that the character is bored and  
reflecting on their past a lot.

Resources

Interactivity Annotating for inference (int-8293)

TH

LA

CO
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Glossary 

accustomed to become used to something; it becomes normal, familiar or routine
annotate make notes on something; add notes to (a text or diagram), to provide explanation, clarification or 
comments
construction how a piece of writing is put together; the order and structure of words and sentences
frigid very cold in temperature
monotonous dull, tedious, and repetitious; lacking in variety and interest
quirk a peculiar aspect of a person’s character or behaviour; in this case, how they express themselves in writing
stagnant showing no activity; dull and sluggish
theme an idea that is important in, or recurs throughout, a piece of writing
vibrancy the state of being full of energy and life

Resources

Digital document Lost to History (doc-25447)

 b. Now annotate this same passage using the other two codes.

 2. Choose another piece of writing, either from the Writer’s Library or from something you’re studying in class, and 
annotate it for theme, language and construction.
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